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Introduction 

Happy New Year one and all! Welcome to 2021 and to the January edition of the Fylde Bird 

Club newsletter. It is fantastic to know that this edition is going out to more FBC members 

than ever before, and new and long-standing members alike I hope that you will find 

something within that piques your interest, otherwise I am not doing my job properly! 

Inevitably, as covid-19 wreaks havoc on all aspects of our lives, birding trips and club 

activities continue to be impacted. Fear not however, as the committee is working hard 

behind the scenes to provide as engaging a membership experience as possible, including 

delivering a full virtual online meetings programme on a quarterly basis, see more details 

within. Newsletters will also continue to be bi-monthly for the foreseeable future. 

In this edition you will find a Paul Ellis double, which sees him describing the finding of the 

Fylde’s first Pallid Swift and a bizarre encounter with a Great Northern Diver, a finder’s piece 

from Ian Walker detailing a Pectoral Sandpiper duo near Lytham, as well as a couple of 

articles from myself. Unfortunately, nobody has yet offered up a third submission for the 

Fylde Garden Birding series, something I hope will change for the March edition! If you need 

some inspiration then please take a look back at the first two pieces in the series, from Peter 

Rhind and Ken Green in the September and December editions respectively.  

Finally, a big thanks go out to the very talented Sophie Bagshaw for providing the fabulous 

cover artwork for the newsletter. Look out for more of her pieces in the coming editions! 

Stay safe and good birding. 

Jonny Scragg 

news@fyldebirdclub.org 
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Recent Sightings – December 2020 

Wildfowl, Divers, Grebes and Gamebirds 

A pair of adult Bewick’s Swans were found in the species’ favoured fields by Clarkson’s Farm, 
Cockersand on Christmas Day (JSc), where they remained with the Whooper Swan herd (which peaked 
at 358 birds) until the year’s end, the first sighting in our area this winter.  

During December scarce geese were, well, scarce! In fact, despite a large influx of Russian White-
fronted Geese taking place into the UK during the month, the only unusual species picked out amongst 
the Fylde Pink-footed Goose flocks were the ‘grey’ goose species - Barnacle Goose and Brent Goose. 
Perhaps just one individual of the former accounted for sightings at Lytham Moss from 5th-20th and 
Over Wyre on the 26th and 31st, whilst the latter was only slightly more conspicuous with two adults 
at Cockersand on the 3rd and a 1st winter on Cockerham Moss on the 24th, all of the pale-bellied variety. 

 

The female Scaup remained on No.2 pit at Myerscough Quarry throughout the month. As touched 
upon in the last newsletter, the decline of wintering Pochard in the Fylde continues unabated, with 
just one solitary report returned for the whole of December, a male on Fairhaven Lake on the 22nd.  

Like Pochard, Grey Partridge could only muster a single sighting during the month, a covey of four 
birds seen at their last Fylde holdout on Lytham Moss on the evening of the 29th.   

Offshore Red-throated Diver movements were noted off Starr Gate on several dates throughout the 
month, peaking at 64 heading north on the 6th (and 34 north past Blackpool North Shore the same 
day). Starr Gate also produced the only scarce grebe sighting of the winter so far, a Red-necked Grebe  
flying south on the 10th (Len Blacow).  

 

Tubenoses, Herons & allies 

At Marton Mere the two wintering Bitterns were seen sporadically, with falling temperatures in the 
latter portion of the month leading to an increase in sightings as the birds move around the site more 
frequently in search of unfrozen water for feeding.  

With the autumn’s Cattle Egrets all having returned to the south side of the Ribble it was left to Great 
White Egret to provide the egretta interest during December. At least two birds were seen regularly 
from Warton Bank and Lytham Quays, whilst a bird seen in the Inskip area from the 22nd might well 
be the same individual that spent last winter in the area.  

At Starr Gate an adult Shag was feeding close in off the seawall on the 29th.  
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Raptors & Owls 

The Ribble marshes continued to provide 
a raptor extravaganza during December. 
As always, the star of the show is Hen 
Harrier, with a minimum of three birds 
continuing to be logged almost daily - a 
ringtail female, an immature male, and an 
immaculate adult male. Lytham Quays has 
proved to be the most reliable watchpoint 
for the harriers, particularly in the late 
afternoon once the sun has swung round 
to the west. At least two Marsh Harriers 
there throughout continued the circus 
fest, in addition to an immature bird seen 
at Cockersand on the 29th.  

A Short-eared Owl seen at the east end of Blackpool Airport on the 28th (Bob Stinger) is one to look 
out for, for birders visiting Lytham Moss in the coming weeks. Another was seen along the shore at 
Cockersand on the 24th.  

 

Waders 

For the first time ever it appears that Avocet are wintering in Lancashire, with a party of 11 birds 
staying put on the south Ribble reserves till the year’s end. Although not confirmed to have visited the 
Fylde during the month, the group were twice observed from Lytham Quays (David Satterthwaite) 
feeding on the south side of the main river channel.  

The wintering Purple Sandpiper was joined by a second 
individual from the 13th (Stephen Dunstan), both being seen 
regularly at the roost site at Blackpool North Shore. Other 
scarcer wintering waders included at least 7 Ruff on Newton 
Marsh towards the month’s end and the elusive Spotted 
Redshank at Freckleton that was seen again at Naze Point on 
the 5th.  

The multitude of flooded fields around the Fylde appears to 
have been the catalyst for a larger than usual number of Green 
Sandpipers being reported during December, with a quartet 
at Weeton (Frank Bird) being the largest single gathering. A 
Common Sandpiper was reportedly photographed on the 
River Conder on the 18th.    

 

Gulls, Terns, Skuas & Auks 

Little Gulls were noted offshore on three dates during December, the maximum count being 15 north 
past Starr Gate on the 10th, where the only three Kittiwakes of the month passed by on the 27th. The 
seawatchers at Starr Gate also recorded single Great Skua (15th) and Black Guillemot (9th) during the 
month.  
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As is expected for the time of year, Mediterranean Gull numbers dropped off significantly in  
December. That being said, three adults together at Skippool Creek on the 20th was a good mid-winter 
count, in addition to singles seen at Lytham Moss and Cocker’s Dyke. The latter site also held an adult 
Yellow-legged Gull on 6th (Paul Slade, Paul Ellis) with another adult sighted at Preston Docks on the 
26th (Ian Walker).  

 

Passerines 

The newly erected feeders at Carr House Green Common continue to pull in a whole range of species, 
a fantastic example of how a small project can make a big difference. Rarity wise the Willow Tit is the 
star of the show, continuing to make regular visits throughout December, but when it comes to looks 
it is hard to beat Bullfinches that have been visiting, with at least six birds being seen at any one time!  

 

Records of over-wintering warblers from the month amounted to a Chiffchaff at Carleton on the 12th 
and sightings of Blackcap coming from four different birders’ gardens, including a male and a female 
together in Fleetwood (Ken Green).  

A quiet month for Water Pipit sightings resulted in just a single at Warton on the 28th being the only 
record.  However, the opposite could be said for Twite with the wintering flock at Bank End peaking 
at over 120 individuals! This is in addition to at least 30 in the saltmarsh along the esplanade at Knott 
End.  

Finally, the quintet of Snow Buntings remained on the beach at Cockersand, favouring the area of the 
shore between Plover Scar and the abbey. However, by the 3rd just a pair were present, remaining 
until the year’s end. Additional sightings during the month consisted of one flying south over Starr 
Gate on the 15th, and an individual reported on the beach near Fleetwood Marine Lakes on the 22nd.  

 

 

 

Photo credits: Pale-bellied Brent Geese (Dinesh Patel), Hen Harrier (Jon Worthington), Purple 

Sandpiper (Stephen Dunstan), Bullfinch pair (Paul Slade) and Willow Tit (Paul Ellis).  
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All records have been extracted from the club’s sightings page on our website. We welcome 

submissions of all bird and non-bird sightings from within our recording area, from members and 

non-members alike.  

 

To add your sightings, log-on using the following details 

Username: lapwing     Password: lapwing 

 

A reminder both to existing members and for new contributors to the sightings page, please do 

not publish records of the following: 

• Peregrine roost or nest sites 

• The exact location of any bird’s nest 

• Brown Hare sightings 

Instead, please continue to send any sightings of the above by email to news@fyldebirdclub.org. 

 

Jonny Scragg 

  

http://data.fyldebirdclub.org/sightings.aspx
mailto:news@fyldebirdclub.org
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Pallid Swift at Cocker’s Dyke- A New Fylde Bird 

 

Saturday the 14th of November was not forecast to have good weather, so I allocated the day to various 

jobs. In the morning I worked on making some owl nest boxes with Paul Slade and, in the afternoon, I 

was sitting at my computer trying to get to grips with camera colour profiles: a minefield! Frustrated 

with my lack of progress and understanding, I looked outside and noticed a fairly small bird crossing 

the sky beyond the garden. It looked interesting so I grabbed a pair of bins for a look. I was surprised 

to see a swift and I shouted Kinta to come and look. The latest swift I had ever seen was on the 2nd 

November at Spurn, so this was special. However, I also thought to myself that late swifts sometimes 

turn out to be rarer species.  Although the initial brief view had not offered any clues that it wasn’t 

just a Common Swift, I still picked up my camera which was sitting beside me. A Common Swift in 

November would be worth some pictures anyway. Kinta arrived and I looked out, expecting to pick it 

up again, but it had vanished in the time it took to look down and pick up a camera. 

I ran down to the end of the garden to get a bigger field of view and scanned everywhere. I’d almost 

given up when I picked it up, way off, over Cocker’s Dyke. I phoned Chris Batty to say I’d seen a swift 

and that it would be worth trying to get some pictures of it. It was twenty to three and at this point I 

know that I should have put it on the WhatsApp but I was overtaken by panic to get to Cocker’s Dyke 

before if moved on again. So, I apologise to all for not putting the news out as soon as I could, even 

though I had no reason to think it wasn’t a Common Swift at that time. Before I reached Cocker’s Dyke, 

I re-found it over Pilling Lane, heading back west but I quickly lost sight of it. Chris had by now also 

seen it from a distance over Pilling Lane. I stayed in place, in case it came back, and Chris headed west. 

He briefly relocated it half a mile away to the west but again it moved on. Eventually Chris re-located 

it over the Esplanade near the Bourne Arms and phoned to tell me. I arrived but after some more brief 

views, it soon headed back east towards Pilling Lane. I almost chased it back east to head it off before 

it reached Cocker’s Dyke but, getting fed with being given the run around, I waited a while, watching 

it become ever more distant. Then it changed tack and headed all the way back to us, where it lingered,  
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first over the houses at the west end of the Esplanade and then moved to the north end of the Golf 

Course. It was still able to disappear for periods and we had to work hard to keep track of it. Chris had 

the presence of mind to put the news out of a Swift or Pallid Swift but we still had no clue as to which 

it was. 

Although the bird was now ranging less widely, the light was very poor as the cloud thickened and it 

rained. It was one of those winter days when it went dark early. Watching the bird with bins, it was 

very difficult to see any plumage details at all. All the time the swift was in view and close enough, I 

was frantically trying to obtain photographs, in the hope that they might confirm its identity to a 

species, but the poor light and rain was challenging! At 3:35 pm it headed over to Fleetwood and was 

lost to view. The whole event had lasted less than an hour and much of that was spent trying to re-

locate the bird.  As it departed, we were still no wiser as to its specific identity and so, if there were to 

be an answer, it would reside within the memory cards in our cameras. 

 

During the evening I downloaded and trawled through the 1350 images I had amassed. Over 1100 

were empty frames or so bad that they could be deleted immediately. I picked the best of the rest, 

but none of them were very good and I wasn’t confident they would yield the answer. I consulted the 

definitive identification paper by Hans Larsson, published in British Birds in June 2018. The paper listed 

the head pattern, upperwing pattern and underwing pattern as the most important features (in that 

order), so I tried to select and process images that might show these areas. When I looked at the 

results, I really couldn’t decide if they supported the identification as Pallid Swift or not because the 

photographs lacked contrast. Taken at face value, perhaps they could but was that only because they 

were so bad?  Exhausted, I put them on Flickr and sent a link to Chris to see what he thought. Then I 

relaxed with a beer! 

Quite quickly, Chris came back with the conviction that it was a juvenile Pallid Swift based on the lack 

of white around the bill base. Juvenile Pallid Swift lacks the strongly contrasting white forehead and 

pale lores of juvenile Common Swift and it seems, my photos were sufficient to document these  
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features. Supporting features included the wing barred appearance of the upperwing, produced by 

the pale tips to the greater and median upper wing coverts. The dark eye and surrounding area stand 

out as an isolated dark feature on the head. The lesser and median underwing coverts are blackish 

and should blend gradually into the paler greater underwing coverts and the underside of the remiges. 

In some images this holds but in others the greater wing coverts contrast noticeably.  A link to the 

photographs was sent to Hans Larsson and I was relieved to read his opinion that our bird was indeed 

a Pallid Swift.   

 

So, amazingly a Pallid Swift had flown over our garden providing a first record for the Fylde and the 

second for Lancashire! Another great record to add to the Knott End / Pilling Lane list. Oh, and garden 

ticks for us and Chris! 

Once again, I apologise for not putting out the news of a swift spp. earlier. 

Paul Ellis 

The Fylde individual was the last of five juvenile Pallid Swifts seen in Britain during October and 

November 2020 (subject to acceptance) , following a total of four records in 2019 and a massive 15 in 

2018. Nevertheless, the species remains a real rarity in the UK, with the total number of accepted 

records to date only recently passing the 100 mark. This recent upturn in confirmed sightings has 

been facilitated by the ever-increasing capabilities of modern photographic equipment, allowing the 

subtle identification features to be enhanced, examined, and confirmed, as was so expertly 

demonstrated by Paul and Chris in this instance 

The majority of British records of this species are, like the Fylde bird, juveniles that arrive on easterly 

winds in late autumn. However, as referenced by Paul above, there is one previous Lancashire record 

that bucks this trend, a well-twitched adult that took up residence at Crosby Marine Lakes from the 

30th April to 27th May 2009 (the longest staying British record to date).  
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A Fylde New Year’s Day Century 

Regular readers of this newsletter will be aware by now that I am a big fan of a birdrace - an attempt 

to record as many species of bird as possible within a 24 hour period. Indeed, I have previously 

written articles on this very topic that featured in the June 2017 and July 2019 editions of this 

newsletter, both of which focussed on late-April/early-May birdrace attempts. This is the traditional 

time of year for a birdrace to take place, as it offers the chance of the highest species total thanks to 

the arrival of spring migrants, both on and off-shore, overlapping with the last of the winterers 

hanging on before they head north. The Fylde birdrace record currently stands at an impressive 133 

species, set by Chris Batty, Stephen Dunstan and Stuart Piner on 27th April 2006, with Ash, Sophie, 

and I averaging a respectable 111 species across our five attempts in recent springs. 

There is however another type of birdrace to that described above, one that takes place not in the 

warm glow of a late-spring day, but in the depths of winter. New Year’s Day (NYD) is a significant day 

for many people for multiple reasons, whether that be the start of a new life resolution for the year 

ahead, or just the first hangover of the year following the previous evening’s festivities. But for 

birders, NYD signifies the start of a new yearlist, and what better way to get said yearlist off to a 

flying start than with a NYD birdrace. Ash, Sophie, and I have made this an annual tradition in recent 

years, our highest previous NYD total being 93 species set in 2019, which included a Fylde lifer for us 

all in the form of the trio of Egyptian Geese that we stumbled on at Conder Pool.  

 

A NYD birdrace has inherent challenges that make it an entirely different proposition to that 

undertaken in the spring, not least due to the diminished number of daylight hours on offer. In 

spring a birdrace often commences just prior to dawn at around 06:00, continuing until the last of 

the light has faded away around 21:00, thus giving around 15 hours of birding to amass a total. On 

NYD however, less than two weeks after the shortest day of the year, bird-able daylight is limited to 

a maximum of 9 hours, much less so on an overcast day when it can be practically dark way before 

the clock has struck 4pm. Add in the typically more adverse weather conditions in January compared 

to April/May and it all adds up to a much more unpredictable day’s birding.  
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All of the above had me pondering the question, would it therefore be possible to record 100 

species of bird within the Fylde on NYD? As far as I was aware this milestone had never been 

reached before; indeed, our previous best effort of 93 had been a stretch and included several 

unexpected species that could not be relied on in any given NYD attempt. However, after drawing up 

a list of probable and possible target species, I concluded that it might just be possible, with some 

good foreplaning and a bit of luck of course.  

So, back on the 1st of January 2020, before anyone had even heard the phrases covid-19 or social 

distancing, the three of us set off on our attempt at reaching a Fylde NYD century. But where would 

we start? The traditional starting point for a spring Fylde birdrace is Rossall Point, as it provides the 

opportunity to rack up a healthy list of both passage seabirds and overhead passerines. In January 

however, the sea off the Fylde coast is rather more subdued, and besides the large rafts of Common 

Scoter loafing around off Blackpool there are very few species present offshore, not a worthwhile 

time investment given the limited daylight available on a NYD birdrace. Thus, for our 2020 attempt, 

we instead chose Stanley Park as our starting point, arriving just before 08:00.  

It was a cold, clear morning, and whilst the sun was still 

below the horizon to the east, the birds were already 

beginning to awaken to the new year. Singing Robin and 

Blackbird were the first species to hit the notebook, soon 

followed by some of the commoner waterfowl species on the 

lake and a quartet of noisy Ring-necked Parakeets in their 

usual trees around the stump circle, this being the main 

target species here. A quick walk up the west side of the lake 

proved to be a wise decision as we added a trio of potentially 

tricky woodland species - Great Spotted Woodpecker, 

Goldcrest and Treecreeper, in quick succession, a good start!  

From here we headed round the corner to Marton Mere just 

as the sun was rising, utilising the new viewing platform in 

the south-west corner that provides a fantastic panoramic 

view out over the mere and fields to the east. Water Rail and 

Cetti’s Warblers remained unseen but made their voices 

heard from deep within the reedbed, whilst all of the ducks, 

including a male Goldeneye, were camped out at the east end of the lake due to the presence of an 

Otter swimming along the reed-edge at the west end! We were very happy to pick out a 

Sparrowhawk here that was hunting over the north scrub, a species that can easily be missed on a 

birdrace. Whilst I am sure we could have added Bittern to the day-list had we spent a couple of 

hours stood on the platform, birdrace time-management did not allow for this, so we were soon 

back on our way through the south Fylde heading towards Lytham, via five Stonechats on Lytham 

Moss and a female Pochard on Fairhaven Lake.  

My decision for us to take this counter-clockwise route around the Fylde was based on the state of 

the tides that day, which saw high-tide occurring at 3am and 4pm. This meant that the tide was 

already way out when we arrived at Lytham Jetty, with waders making the most of the exposed 

mud. A single Grey Plover was a good spot as it fed amongst a group of Bar-tailed Godwits and 

Knot, hitting the notebook alongside Turnstone, Pintail and Little Egret out by the river. 
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Just down the road at Lytham Quays the sun had now risen high enough to make viewing east 

towards Warton very difficult, but we were still able to pickup single Marsh Harrier, Peregrine and a 

pair of Merlins, in addition to the odd sight of a Ring-necked Parakeet flying east over the marsh. 

Further up the Ribble we quickly located the group of 8 Ruff at Netwon Marsh in amongst a large 

mixed flock of Lapwing, Golden Plover and Black-tailed Godwit, with a Red-legged Partridge in the 

adjacent stubble field there becoming species number 50 for the day, half-way to target by 10:00!  

Savick Park provided a quickfire Bullfinch trio before we 

headed north up the A6, choosing to bypass a potentially 

time-consuming stakeout at Brock for Kingfisher and 

Dipper. Instead, our next stop was on the corner of Woods 

Lane and New Lane near Eagland Hill, the location of a 

fantastic set of rough fields that on that particular morning 

held no fewer than 4 Yellowhammer and 37 Corn Buntings, 

both very tricky birdrace species and both becoming 

increasingly difficult to see in the Fylde as a whole. Eagland 

Hill village itself was busier with birders coming to see the 

long-staying juvenile Purple Heron, which duly showed well 

along the edge of it’s favourite dyke after a brief wait. The 

resident pair of Little Owl and a surprise Barn Owl fly-past 

here continued our high hit-rate, and we had more success 

at Cockersand with two Bewick’s Swans in amongst the 

Whooper Swan herd off Moss Lane, and a male Red-

breasted Merganser in the river channel off Plover Scar.  

It was now 13:00, and a quick count up of the list revealed that we had reached 92 species, just one 

short of our previous record, but the weather had started to turn against us, changing from bright 

blue skies to a carpet of grey and the occasional spot of rain. Nevertheless, we were soon able to 

add Little Grebe and Goosander and Snipe from the river at Glasson, followed by Nuthatch at 

Thurnham Hall to complete the set of woodland species. Pilling Marsh added a flyover Rock Pipit 

that unfortunately Sophie missed, in addition to the spectacle of at least 8000 Pink-footed Geese 

that were flying out onto the sand to pre-roost, before being pushed off by the incoming tide and 

seemingly landing in the fields off Backsands Lane.  

Driving out of the car park and along Backsands Lane we could see that the geese were indeed 

alighting in the pasture between the road and the seawall, a perfect location for scanning through 

the flocks. The raised embankment adjacent to Pilling Sewage Works provided an excellent lookout 

spot, and as wave after wave of geese piled in from the marsh, I very fortunately picked out an 

cracking adult Greenland White-fronted Goose right at the front of the flock, presumably the 

individual found nearby by Paul Slade the previous day - species #98 for the day. 

Despite closing in on our target with over an hour of light left in the day, one thing was missing from 

our day’s birding thus far, a self-found local scarcity. On NYD in 2019, in addition to the 

aforementioned Egyptian Geese, Sophie had found two Bramblings at Eagland Hill, Ash had picked 

out a 1st winter drake Scaup on Glasson Basin, and I had spotted a Short-eared Owl on Lytham Moss, 

all good local finds by our team. During this attempt however we had yet to find anything of note 

ourselves, perhaps unsurprising given the ‘tick and run’ nature of a birdrace, but still a shame. 
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Fortunately, after getting the others onto the GWFG, I decided to take a look behind us at the 

sewage beds in the hope that the local Grey Wagtail might be out and about feeding. It wasn’t, but 

instead I was amazed to see not one, not two, but three Chiffchaffs - species #99, all feeding on the 

main pair of filter beds. Sewage works are a favoured spot for over-wintering Chiffchaffs in the UK 

due to the abundance of flies and other insect life that they attract, but it is not a phenomenon that 

has been found to take place regularly at the small sewage works scattered around the Fylde. One of 

the three birds immediately stuck out as being strikingly pale - the olive green tones in the wing 

panel contrasting with the overall grey-scale plumage, which was particularly noticeable thanks to 

the direct comparison to the two standard collybita individuals it was associating with. I was fairly 

certain that this was a tristis-type Siberian Chiffchaff, but the birds were a little too far away to hear 

the diagnostic ‘peep’ call of this subspecies. Fortunately, the bird hung around for another couple of 

weeks, allowing Chris Batty to acquire a sound-recording that confirmed the identification. A nice 

self-find to start the year and more importantly putting us just one away from our target… 

 

With the light levels really not on our side now we left the Chiffchaffs and set off towards our final 

stop of the day at Knott End, hoping it would provide us with one last species. As it turned out 

however we needn’t have worried, as we had barely made it out of Pilling village when I screeched 

to a halt and hastily reversed back a few metres to confirm what I already knew I had spotted out of 

the corner of my eye, a pair of Mistle Thrush on a tv ariel, species number 100! With Sophie still on 

99 however we pressed on to Knott End to get her above target, which we ended up smashing 

thanks to a flyover Twite at the slipway #101, a pair of Eider in the river channel #102, a group of 

Sanderling pushed up close to the slipway by the tide #103. A small flock of Ringed Plover on the 

beach #104 unfortunately took off and flew across to Fleetwood before Ash came round the corner, 

but whilst unsuccessfully trying to scope them on the far bank he instead picked out an adult winter 

Mediterranean Gull #105 that went to roost out in the mouth of the river, never an easy species to 

see in the Fylde in the winter. We assumed that this would be the final addition to the list, but after 

dropping the others back at their car at Stanley Park in near darkness they managed to fluke a pair of 

flyover Woodcock along Queensway whilst driving back to Ash’s, species #106! 
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The rules of a birdrace state that the majority of team members (in this case at least two out of 

three) must see a species in order for it to be added to the day list. Therefore, despite all three of us 

individually seeing 105 species, our final NYD birdrace total came to a very impressive 106 species.  

Canada Goose Golden Plover Coal Tit 
Greylag Goose Grey Plover Blue Tit 
Pink-footed Goose Ringed Plover Great Tit 
White-fronted Goose Curlew Skylark 
Mute Swan Bar-tailed Godwit Cetti’s Warbler 
Bewick’s Swan Black-tailed Godwit Long-tailed Tit 
Whooper Swan Turnstone Chiffchaff 
Shelduck Knot Goldcrest 
Shoveler Ruff Wren 
Gadwall Sanderling Nuthatch 
Wigeon Dunlin Treecreeper 
Mallard Woodcock Starling 
Pintail Snipe Blackbird 
Teal Redshank Fieldfare 
Pochard Black-headed Gull Redwing 
Tufted Duck Mediterranean Gull Song Thrush 
Eider Common Gull Mistle Thrush 
Goldeneye Great Black-backed Gull Robin 
Goosander Herring Gull Stonechat 
Red-breasted Merganser Lesser Black-backed Gull House Sparrow 
Red-legged Partridge Rock Dove Tree Sparrow 
Pheasant Stock Dove Dunnock 
Little Grebe Woodpigeon Pied Wagtail 
Great Crested Grebe Collared Dove Meadow Pipit 
Grey Heron Barn Owl Rock Pipit 
Purple Heron Little Owl Chaffinch 
Little Egret Great Spotted Woodpecker Bullfinch 
Cormorant Kestrel Greenfinch 
Sparrowhawk Merlin Twite 
Marsh Harrier Peregrine Linnet 
Buzzard Ring-necked Parakeet Goldfinch 
Water Rail Jay Corn Bunting 
Moorhen Magpie Yellowhammer 
Coot Jackdaw Reed Bunting 
Oystercatcher Rook  
Lapwing Carrion Crow  

As far as I am aware this is a record total for a Fylde NYD birdrace, but if anybody has any 

information to the contrary then please put me right. Otherwise, our total of 106 species is now the 

target to beat for anybody wanting to take on a Fylde NYD century in 2022! 

Photo credits: Egyptian Geese (Stuart Piner), Ring-necked Parakeet (Mick McGough), Purple Heron 

(Paul Slade) and Siberian Chiffchaff (Paul Ellis) 

Jonny Scragg 
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Seeing Double - Two Pectoral Sandpipers on Saltcotes Flood 

Date – 26 September 2020. 

Weather – Cloudy conditions with sunny spells offering good light, the wind was a fresh Northerly 

breeze 15 mph. 

Throughout September, the field right of Saltcotes Road, North of Bridge Hall Farm where Peg's Lane 

joins the B5259, was mostly flooded shallow pasture with muddy margins. Ruff, Lapwing and Black-

tailed Godwit had been using the area and a Wood Sandpiper was evident on the 17 September 

(F.Bird). This field was now being regularly watched by local birders.  

 

On late Saturday afternoon 26 September, David Satterthwaite called me and told me he had just 

found a Pectoral Sandpiper, but he needed to leave the site because he was collecting his daughter 

from work nearby. I therefore left the house immediately and took the short drive down to Lytham. 

Upon arriving at Peg's Lane, I was met by two people brandishing white flags flushing all the Mallard 

out of the pond in the field, presumably in readiness for wildfowlers the following morning. In 

addition to this, cattle were also now in the field. A number of waders were in the air clearly 

distressed by the commotion and my hopes of seeing the Pectoral Sandpiper were quickly fading. 

I decided to drive down Cartmell Lane because I knew there was some reasonable habitat there and 

perhaps the waders would relocate to this area. I pulled up by the railway bridge and was pleased to 

see a few Ruff accompanied by a very smart fresh Juvenile Pectoral Sandpiper, which I managed to 

photograph. 

I put the news out that I had relocated David's Pectoral Sandpiper on Cartmell Lane.  

A few minutes later David's car pulled up next to me and I told him I had relocated the bird he had 

found. Looking at me with a confused face, he told me he had just been back to the Saltcotes site 

and had been watching a Pectoral Sandpiper. 
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At this point we discussed the possibility that there must be two in the area. 

David left and so I decided to leave the Cartmell Lane bird and check out the Saltcotes floods. A few 

minutes later I returned to the other site – where a Pectoral Sandpiper was indeed evident. I 

therefore posted on the Fylde Bird Club Whatsapp group that there was possibly two birds in the 

area.   

 

The above photograph was taken at Cartmell Lane, Lytham 26.09.20 

The following morning, Sunday 27 September - Paul Slade and Paul Ellis saw two juvenile Pectoral 

Sandpipers together at 0830hrs on the Saltcotes flood thus confirming our theory from the previous 

day.  

Amazingly 2020 mirrored and then managed to surpass 2019, when a single and a pair of Pectoral 

Sandpipers were recorded at Ream Hills and Winmarleigh respectively, whereas 2020 saw a single at 

Glasson, another bird at Winmarleigh and then the pair described above. All these birds were found 

in the month of September except for the Glasson bird in August.  

The species breeds in low-lying, poorly drained arctic coastal tundra in northern Siberia eastward to 

northern Alaska and across northern Canada east to Hudson Bay. It winters in grasslands and marshy 

wetlands mainly in southern South America, although a small number winter in south-east Australia 

and New Zealand. 

Discussion   

Since breeding grounds extend to western Siberia, it is possible that a few may migrate via Europe 

and perhaps spend the non-breeding season in Africa. 

Therefore, next September if you find a freshwater flood on grassland near a marshy wetland it may 

be worth watching the area for a number of weeks.  

Ian Walker 

Ref: Chandler, R. 2013. Shorebirds of the Northern Hemisphere. London. Christopher Helm.  
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Finnish-ringed Curlew Recovery 

On the 6th December, whilst out for a walk around 

Silverdale, myself and Sophie Bagshaw came across a 

dead Eurasian Curlew Numenius arquata along the 

tideline at Jenny Brown’s Point. Now, finding dead birds 

washed up on tidelines is a relatively frequent 

occurrence, particularly when out with Sophie as she 

collects bird skulls and seems to have a sixth sense for 

finding them! What was unusual about this particular 

circumstance, however, was that the bird was bearing a 

metal ring, and what’s more the ring was inscribed with 

the words “MUSEUM ZOOLOG. HELSINKI - FINLAND”!  

The bird was freshly deceased, meaning it was possible to determine a fairly accurate date and 

location of death; useful information to include in the ring submission process which I duly carried 

out using the Euring portal once back at home that evening. Thankfully I didn’t have to wait long to 

receive the details from the ringing scheme, which revealed that our bird had been ringed as a 

nestling near the town of Jurva, Finland on the 24th June 2001, making it over 19 years old at the 

time of death and 1711km away from its birth site! 

 

The mean lifespan of a Eurasian Curlew is 11 years, meaning our bird had lived way beyond the 

species’ average, although still some way short of the longevity record of 32 years and 7 months 

(Robinson, 2005) which was coincidentally set by a bird ringed right here in Lancashire. In addition, 

assuming our bird had bred in Finland and wintered in Lancashire each year, then it would have 

flown over 70000km in its lifetime, almost twice the circumference of the Earth! This all serves to 

underline the immense value of bird ringing, and the importance of reporting any rings you find. 

Jonny Scragg 

Ref: Robinson, R.A. (2005) BirdFacts: profiles of birds occurring in Britain & Ireland. BTO, Thetford. 

https://euring.org/
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A Surprise in the Sky 

On Sunday the 1st of November, Paul Slade and I decided to head up to Conder Pool for another look 

at the Long-tailed Duck. On the way through Cockerham we spotted a Barn Owl hunting a roadside 

field at Braides and stopped to try and get some photos. The owl performed brilliantly and, during one 

of the interludes, when it dropped into the long grass, I caught sight of something large, high in the 

sky, way off to the north.  

 

It was so far away that it had to still be over the bay and it had to be big to be visible at that range. My 

preconception was that it was going to be a goose or a cormorant but, even at that range, it didn’t fit 

either. It was moving quickly and directly towards us and, as the gizz clarified, it appeared to be a 

diver! I shouted Paul that something big was coming and it looked like a diver. As the range closed it 

was soon apparent that it certainly was a diver but which one? A few seconds later it was close enough 

to see well and it was clearly a Great Northern Diver. Paul managed some photographs while I tried 

to mentally record the details. It pressed on, following a straight course at speed and soon disappeared 

far away to the south east. Thankfully Paul did well with his camera and the pictures confirm its 

identity. The huge feet are particularly obvious but the thick dark neck and stout deep bill can also be 

seen. 

Great Northern Divers are rare on the Fylde, in 35 years I’ve only seen one before. While dedicated 

sea watchers will have a bigger collection, they really are hard to come by in our part of the world, 

preferring rocky coastlines.  

Paul Ellis (photos by Paul Slade) 
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Upcoming Online Meetings 

Whilst holding physical club meetings is still not a possibility due to on-going covid-19 restrictions, 

the club is continuing to provide an online meetings programme, reviewed at three-monthly 

intervals, in the hope that we can recommence our face-to-face meetings later in 2021.  

Our online meetings follow the same format as our standard physical meets - a summary of recent 

sightings followed by an illustrated talk by a club member or guest speaker. Meetings continue to be 

held at 19:45 on the fourth Tuesday of each month. The programme for the first quarter of 2021 is 

as follows: 

• Tuesday 26th January - ‘Winter in the Sierra de Andujar’ with Paul Slade and AGM 2020 (see 

the full AGM agenda at the end of the newsletter). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Tuesday 23rd February - ‘Birds of the Camargue’ with Edward Towne 

 

• Tuesday 23rd March - ‘The Work of the Rare Breeding Panel’ with Dr Mark Eaton 

Meetings are held using Zoom, which is a free video conferencing program. A day or so prior to the 

meeting you will receive an email containing a link; just before 19:45 you click on this link and it 

connects you to the meeting, it is really that simple! 

If you have never used Zoom before, it might be a good idea to try it out with a friend first, to get 

used to it. However, to attend a meeting, you really don't need to do anything except open the link 

to join and make sure your computer sound is on and turned up loud enough. 

If you are using an Apple Mac computer, then you may need to download the Zoom app, (which is 

free) and download the Chrome internet browser (also free) to open it from. If you are going to use 

a Mac for Zoom, then I strongly suggest you try it out beforehand. Meetings are expected to last 

about an hour each.  
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Notices 

• WWT Winter Swan Counts - The Wildfowl and Wetlands Trust are looking for volunteers 

to help carry out their annual wintering counts of Whooper and Bewick’s Swans. The last of 

the count dates is on the 19th January. If any members would like to participate, then please 

submit your counts to the FBC sightings web page. Please include data on the number of 

young birds, the grid reference and the field type (pasture or arable). Counts are required 

from everywhere in the Fylde where the swans are present, but it doesn't matter if several 

people submit counts for the same flock. Better to have more data than to receive nothing! 

 

• Fylde Birders Abroad Submissions - This recently re-invented website page is looking a 

little bare at present so needs your help! If you wish to submit a recent report for inclusion 

on this section, simply email a pdf copy of your trip report and an image to be used on the 

page. 

 

• Yearlist Challenge 2021 - Due to the on-going covid-19 lockdowns and restrictions, 

our annual Fylde yearlist challenge will be continuing its hiatus in 2021, with the 

expectation  that the competition can return in 2022. 
 

• Flickr Password Reminder - The login details for the FBC Flickr account are:  

o Password:  Lapwing1!  

o Username: news@fyldebirdclub.org. 

We welcome and encourage submissions of all standards, as long as they depict the birdlife 

of the Fylde then there are no other restrictions! 

 

• Tree Sparrow Nest Boxes - Our 

chairman and secretary have been 

putting their time during lockdown 

to good use, by constructing 22 new 

tree sparrow nest boxes! These will 

be installed at sites around the Fylde 

where Tree Sparrows breed, to 

replace old rotten boxes. The 

materials for the boxes were paid for 

by the club, part of our work in 

conserving the bird species that call 

our area home. 

 

 

  

http://www.fyldebirdclub.org/fylde-birders-abroad.html
mailto:news@fyldebirdclub.org
https://www.flickr.com/photos/fyldebirdclub/49200943668/
mailto:news@fyldebirdclub.org
https://www.fyldebirdclub.org/our-work.html
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Annual General Meeting 2020 

The AGM will be held on-line using Zoom on Tuesday 26th January 2021 at 7.45pm. 
 

 
Agenda  

 

• Chairman’s welcome and apologies 

• Minutes of the 2019 Annual General Meeting 

• Chairman’s review of the year 

• Treasurer’s report 

• Subscriptions to other bodies 

• Election of Officers * 
Chairman 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Election of Committee * 

• Any other business. 

 
Officers 2020: Paul Slade (Chairman), Paul Ellis (Secretary), Kinta Beaver (Treasurer).  
Committee 2020: Jolyon Barlow, Malcolm Evans, Jonny Scragg, Ian Walker 
  
* In accordance with the FBC constitution, all Officers and Committee members shall retire from 
office together at the AGM but may be re-appointed. All the current Officers and Committee 
members are willing to stand for re-election. All current FBC members have the opportunity to 
put themselves forward as nominees. Please note that Officers and Committee members are 
also Charity Trustees in law and have responsibilities as outlined by the Charity Commission and 
the FBC constitution. If any member wishes to stand for a position as an Officer or Committee 
member, they should inform the Secretary prior to the meeting: paul.ellis24@btopenworld.com, 
mobile 07788 264116. All nominees will be considered and/or appointed at the AGM subject to 
a favourable vote. Voting will take place using the Chat facility on Zoom.  

 
  

mailto:paul.ellis24@btopenworld.com
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Subscription Reminder 

Fylde Bird Club membership subscriptions for 2021 are now due. Please consider renewing your 
membership. If you have already renewed your membership, then please ignore this reminder.  
 
Subscriptions are valid from January to December of each year. Full adult membership £14, Senior 
membership (retired) £10, Family membership £22. Junior membership (16 years or under) is free 
but must be accompanied by an adult or family membership. There are a number of ways in which 
you can now pay your membership. Please note that we are not able to accept payments by credit 
or debit card.  
 
Standing Order. To pay by Standing Order, go to the FBC website and click on ‘About the Club’ and 
‘Membership Renewals’ where you will find a Standing Order form, which will need to be completed 
and sent to YOUR BANK (please do not send the form to FBC). 
 
PayPal (you do not need to have a PayPal account). To pay by PayPal, click on ‘About the Club’ and 
‘Membership Renewals’ and then click on the relevant ‘Buy Now’ button.  
 
Bank Transfer. Bank detail are as follows. 
Name: Fylde Bird Club, Bank: Lloyds, Sort Code 30-96-85, Account Number: 30107068  
Please include your name as a reference so we can identify who the payment is from.  
 
Cheque. Please make your cheques payable to Fylde Bird Club and send to: 
Kinta Beaver (Membership Secretary) 
22 Beach Road,  
Preesall 
Poulton-Le-Fylde. FY6 0HQ.   
 
Cash. We do understand that some people will really prefer to pay by cash, and this is possible, but 
you would need to hand deliver your payment to the Membership Secretary at the address above or 
to one of the allocated committee members (see below for contact details). Please put your 
payment in an envelope, write your name on the envelope, and post through the letterbox. Please 
do not send cash through the post.   
 
Paul Slade (Chairman) 
9 Moreton Drive 
Poulton Le Fylde. FY6 8ED 
 
Ian Walker (Committee Member) 
3 Grasshopper Drive 
Warton. PR4 1ES 

 
 
 
 

 


